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ABSTRACT
Because well-being and energy efficiency are both important issues in building, there is
an increase need for comfort and energy saving. Some critical factors affecting them are still
not clear. This paper firstly investigated the influence of the orientation of the window on
indoor daylight glare. Secondly, the influence of longitude and latitude on indoor daylight
glare, and the distribution of daylight glare in China by using K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm
(KNN algorithm) were studied. Daylight Glare Probability (DGP) was used as glare
evaluation index in the study. The results show that daylight glare is the most serious in the
west and south, then in the east and the least in the north for the window of the room in
different orientations. The glare gradually increases with the increase of the latitude of the
cities at the same longitude. The effect of the longitude of the cities at the same latitude on
glare has no specific linear relationship. We also get the glare situation of cities without
meteorological files by investigating the distribution of daylight glare in China.
Key words: Daylight Glare Probability (DGP); K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm (KNN
algorithm); orientation of window; latitude and longitude of cities; distribution of daylight
glare.
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INTRODUCTION
Energy saving and well-being are two important issues in construction. Using daylight can
not only reduce the energy consumption of electric lighting, but also provide people with a
comfortable environment. With the proposal of Climate-Based-Daylight Modeling (CBDM),
dynamic simulation based on regional light climate has become the main trend of lighting
research. For static, small artificial lighting system, there are many evaluation indicators, such
as BRS glare equation (BGI), CIE glare index (CGI), and Unified Glare Rating (UGR)
(Petherbridge et al., 1950, Einhorn, 1969, Einhorn, 1979 & CIE, 1992). For dynamic, large daylight
glare sources, the evaluation index is Daylight glare index (DGI) (Hopkinson, 1972, Chauvel et
al., 1982). In order to judge the accuracy of the glare index, Wienold and Christoffersen (2006)
used CCD cameras to evaluate daylight environment and found that there were a squared
correlation factor of 0.56 for the DGI. They developed a new discomfort glare index for
daylight, which is called Daylight Glare Probability (DGP).There was a very strong correlation
(squared correlation of 0.94) between DGP and the user’s response regarding perception.
Wienold (2009) also studied three different methods based on DGP to evaluate the dynamic
daylight glare, which were timestep by timestep calculation, simplified daylight glare
probability DGPs and enhanced simplified DGP calculation eDGPs. The eDGPs method was
validated against two hour-by-hour full year datasets by using a fabric and a venetian blinds
shading system. Reinhart et al. (Reinhart et al., 2001, Christoph et al., 2002, Reinhart et al., 2003,
Reinhart, 2004 & Reinhart, 2006) compared DGI, CGI Visual Comfort Probability (VCP), UGR and
DGP and found that DGP was the most accurate, they also introduced ‘adaptive zone’ which building
occupants may freely adjust their position and view in order to minimise the effect of glare. All the
above studies fully prove the rationality and accuracy of DGP in evaluating natural glare, so DGP is
selected as the evaluation index of daylight glare. With the development of computers, it is possible
to calculate the value of DGP, and the accuracy of the calculated value of DGP needs to be verified.
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Suk et al. (Suk et al., 2012, Suk et al., 2017) investigated Evalglare software, DGP and high dynamic
range imaging for daylight glare analysis and they found that HDR and Evalglare can be used to
document and evaluate various discomfort glare scenes DGP calculation in Evalglare can be more
reliable. There are many factors influencing discomfort glare perception. Van Den Wymelenberg et
al. (2015) found that luminance-based metrics were more capable than illuminance-based metrics for
fitting the range of subjective responses. Bullough (2009) found that glare sources with a large number
of short wavelengths resulted in higher perceived discomfort glare. Sharma, L et al. (2018) evaluated
the impact of passive design measures to estimate the shading control for visual comfort. A review
(Pierson et al., 2017, Pierson et al., 2018) on the factors influencing discomfort glare perception from
daylight was published. Wang Qi et al. (2017) used Fresnel reflection theory and vector decomposition
method and derived a polarization factor related to the glare intensity distribution and verified that the
factor plays a leading role in eliminating glare. It is particularly important to understand the factors
affecting glare and to take reasonable shading measures to reduce the impact of glare on the visual
comfort of indoor personnel.
In this paper, the effects of the orientation of the window in room, the latitude and longitude of the
cities on daylight glare and the distribution of daylight glare in China were studied by simulating the
indoor daylight environment and using DGP as the evaluation index of daylight glare. These will have a
certain value for reference to analyze the daylight glare in building.
DAYLIGHT GLARE PROBABILITY (DGP）
Daylight Glare Probability (DGP) was developed by Wienold and Christoffersen to evaluate the
daylight glare, and it is a function of vertical eye illuminance, glare source luminance, solid angle and
position index. DGP shows a very strong correlation (the square correlation factor is 0.94) with the
user's perception of glare (Wienold et al., 2006). The Equation (1) for calculating DGP is as follows:
L2 ∗ωi

s,i
DGP=5.87*10-5Ev +9.18*10-2log10（1+ ∑ni=1 E1.87
）+0.16
∗P2
ν
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Where Ev is the vertical eye illuminance (lux); Ls,i is the luminance of the glare source(cd⁄m2 ); ωi
is the solid angle of the glare source (sr); and Pi is the position index relative to the glare source. DGP is
divided into four levels, as shown in Table 1.
Table1 DGP levels
Level

First level

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

glare perception

imperceptible

perceptible

disturbing

intolerable

range

0-0.35

0.35-0.4

0.4-0.45

0.45-1

METEOROLOGICAL FILES
A meteorological file is a collection of meteorological data that is produced by measuring the
temperature, humidity, hours of sunshine, wind speed, cloud cover, radiation, and air pressure of an area.
There are many data formats and types of meteorological files (Hall et al., 1978, Davies et al., 1989,
Zhang et al., 2004). In our previous research, the effects of meteorological file such as Chinese Typical
Year Weather (CTYW), Chinese Standard Weather Data (C) (CSWD (C)), Chinese Standard Weather
Data (A) (CSWD (A)), International Weather for Energy Calculation (IWEC) and Meteonorm on
daylight glare were studied in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou of China. The results show that
CSWD (C) and CTYW should be used when we study the time distribution law of DGP. It is
recommended to use CSWD (C), CTYW, and Meteonorm when we study the total distribution of DGP
(Deng et al., 2016). Therefore, China standard weather data (CSWD(C)) was selected to study the
effect of the orientation of the window in room, the latitude and longitude of the cities on indoor
daylight glare and the distribution of daylight glare of China in the paper. CSWD (C) was compiled
from the data of 270 meteorological stations measured by Dr. Jiang Yi from the Department of
Building Science and Technology of Tsinghua University and the China Meteorological Bureau (China
Meteorological Bureau, 2005).
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DIVA FOR RHINO
DIVA is a plug-in for Rhino. It was originally developed by Harvard Design Institute and further
developed by Solemma, which can analyze a building's thermal radiation, rendering, glare on a given
day, and total glare throughout the year. First using the Rhino software to build a 3D model, then
importing the meteorological file into DIVA, and the daylight glare will be calculated according to a
CIE sky model (National Standarization Technical Committee, 2006) and the position and
distribution of the sun in the sky.
K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR ALGORITHM (KNN ALGORITHM)
The algorithm principle of general classification is simply to record the corresponding categories
of all labeled data, and then compare the data of test objects with labeled data each time. If the data of
the test object and the data of a training object exactly match, the classification of the test object can be
found. But this rarely happens in practice. More often, a test object will be matched to multiple training
objects, resulting in a training object being divided into multiple classes. In order to solve these
problems, K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm (KNN algorithm) came into being (Larose et al., 2005).
KNN algorithm replaces the matching problem between objects by calculating the distance between
objects and taking the distance as the similarity index between each object. Euclidean distance is
generally used in the KNN algorithm. The Equation (2) for calculating Euclidean distance is as follows:
d(x, y) = √∑ni=1(xi −yi )

2

(2)

At the same time, it should be noted that KNN makes decisions according to the dominant
category among k objects, rather than a single object category decision. The idea of KNN algorithm is
that in the case of annotated data, by comparing the features of test data with those of annotated data,
the first k data that are most similar to them can be found. Then, the category corresponding to the test
data is the one that appears most frequently in the k data.
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THE SELECTION OF THE LOCATION
When we studied the effect of the orientation of the window in room on daylight glare, we chose
one room in Beijing. The window of the room faces east, south, west and north, respectively. We chose
a latitude and a longitude through Beijing (N39°，E116°) shown in Figure 1 for studying the effect of
location of the cities, including N23°of Shantou, N30°of Wuhan, N36°of Jinan, N39°of Beijing and
N48°of Hailar as the research subjects for investigating the effect of the latitude of the cities and E97°
of Yumen, E105° of Bayan, E110° of Yulin, E116° of Beijing and E121° of Dalian as the research
subjects for investigating the effect of the longitude of the cities. For the accuracy of the study, we chose
another latitude at N30° that is through E91° of Lasa, E104° of Chengdu, E109° of Enshi, E116°of
Wuhan and E120° of Hangzhou.
In order to verify the effect of latitude and longitude of cities on daylight glare and to get the glare
situation of cities without meteorological files, we also studied the distribution of daylight glare
throughout China. In the process of selecting cities in this study, it is considered that almost every
provincial capital has meteorological file, while other cities in the province may not have
meteorological file. At the same time considering the selected cities need to cover as much as possible
between the provinces throughout the country and to ensure that every city has some of the difference
of the latitude and longitude, so we chose Beijing, Changchun, Changsha, Chongqing, Dalian, Fuzhou,
Guangzhou, Guiyang, Nanning, Hefei, Jinan, Harbin, Kunming, Lanzhou, Nanchang, Nanjing,
Shanghai, Shenyang, Shijiazhuang, Taiyuan, Tianjin, Wuhan, xi' an, Xining, Yinchuan, Zhengzhou this
26 cities to study. All the windows face south in this study.
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Figure 1 The places for research
SIMULATION MODEL
A room model should be built for investigating the daylight glare for the orientation of the
window, different latitude and longitude of the cities and the distribution of daylight glare in China. In
the paper, the length and width of the room are 4.00 m, the height is 2.80 m. The length of the window
is 3.00 m, and the height is 1.40 m in the model. The east, south, west and north walls of the model
were built into a square to prevent the influence of wall-window ratio on the research results. Fig. 2 (a)
is a front view, Fig. 2 (b) is a top view, Fig. 2 (c) is a left side view, and Fig. 2 (d) is a perspective view.
The reflectance of the floor is 20%, the reflectance of wall is 50%, the reflectance of furniture is 50%,
the transmittance of glass is 65%, the reflectance of roof is 10%. Figure 3 shows the perspective of the
simulation. The distance between the view position and facade is 1.40 m at 1.20 m height.

Figure 2 Simulation model (a) front view (b) top view (c) left view (d) perspective view

Figure 3 The perspective of the simulation by 180 deg. Fisheye
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THE ORIENTATION OF THE WINDOW
We chose a room in Beijing as the research subjects when we studied the effect of the orientation
of the window in room on daylight glare. The meteorological file of Beijing was imported into DIVA
for simulated analysis. Fig. 4(a) represents the distribution of annual daylight glare amount and Fig.
4(b) represents the histogram distribution of annual daylight glare when the window faces in north, east,
south and west, respectively. The DGP was divided into four levels.

(b)

(a)

Figure 4 Annual daylight glare in different orientations of window
It can be seen from Fig. 4 (a) that the northern glare is the least, the glare is more serious in east
between 7:00 AM to 10:00 AM, the southern glare is more serious in winter and less in summer, and
the glare is more serious in west from 2:00 PM to 6:00 PM. The sun rises in the east and sets in the
west, and as the time changes, the sun's elevation angle changes every moment. When the window
faces south, the sunlight is long all day, so the glare is serious. When the window faces west, the light in
the afternoon is intense. Therefore, the glare is more serious. The light is strong in the morning when
the window faces east, but not as intense in the afternoon when the window faces west. Thus, the glare
of the window in the east will be less than that when the window is in the south and the west. When the
window faces north, there is no direct sunlight. It can be seen more intuitively that daylight glare in
Beijing is the most serious in the west and south, then in the east and the least in the north from Fig.
4(b).
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DIFFERENT LATITUDES
The meteorological documents of Shantou (N23°), Wuhan (N30°), Jinan (N36°), Beijing (N39°),
Hailar (N48°) were imported into DIVA for Rhino and calculated DGP of the model in Fig. 2,
respectively. The distribution of annual daylight glare amount is shown in Fig. 5(a). Fig. 5(b) shows the
histogram distribution of annual daylight glare at E116°.

(b)

(a)

Figure 5 Annual daylight glare at E116°
Fig. 5(a) and (b) show that the glare is the most serious in Hailar with the latitude of N48° where
the intolerable glare (DGP > 0.45) is the most and there is the least glare in Shantou at N23° where the
intolerable glare is the least. This is because the daily light rate gradually increases and cloud cover
gradually decreases from south to north. The cloud shape is dominated by low clouds in the south and
high and medium clouds in the north, which leads to direct sunlight in the north and diffuse light in the
south. From Shantou, Wuhan, Jinan and Beijing to Hailar, the cloud cover decreases from south to
north, direct sunlight increases, and natural light diffuses less. Because the illumination generated by
direct sunlight is far greater than that generated by natural light diffuses, glare gradually increases with
the increase of latitude. In addition, Shantou and Wuhan belong to low latitudes (0° ~ 30°) with rainy
weather and shorter sunshine hours, so the glare is not serious. Jinan, Beijing, and Hailar belong to the
mid-latitude (30° ~ 60°) area. They are rarely affected by the rainy weather and have longer sunshine
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time. Therefore, it is concluded that with the increase of latitude of the cities at the same longitude, the
glare becomes more and more serious.
DIFFERENT LONGITUDES
The meteorological files of Yumen (E97°), Bayan (E105°), Yulin (E110°), Beijing (E116°) and
Dalian (E121°) at N39° were imported into DIVA for Rhino and calculated DGP, respectively. Figure
6 shows the histogram distribution of annual daylight glare at N39°.

Figure 6 Histogram distribution of annual daylight glare at N39°
We can see that the overall effect of longitude on the daylight glare in these five regions is not
obvious. Among them, Yumen and Bayan have almost the same intolerable glare, Beijing has less
intolerable glare than Yulin, and Dalian has the least glare. Yumen and Bayan are mostly a
mountainous area with high terrain and have sufficient light. The high terrain reduces the light
propagation distance and reduces the light intensity lost in the atmosphere. Thus, the glare in Yumen
and Bayan is serious. While the terrain is flat in Yulin, and the perennial sand is relatively large, which
scatters more light and reduces glare generated by direct light. We can see that the overall effect of
longitude on the daylight glare in these five regions is not obvious. Among them, Yumen and Bayan
have almost the same intolerable glare, Beijing has less intolerable glare than Yulin, and Dalian has the
least glare. Yumen and Bayan are mostly a mountainous area with high terrain and have sufficient light.
The high terrain reduces the light propagation distance and reduces the light intensity lost in the
atmosphere. Thus, the glare in Yumen and Bayan is serious. While the terrain is flat in Yulin, and the
perennial sand is relatively large, which scatters more light and reduces glare generated by direct light.
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Therefore, glare in Yulin area is less. The terrain in Beijing is flat and the annual sunshine percentage is
less than Yulin, so the glare is less than that in Yulin. Dalian is close to the sea, and the light from the
land is usually greater than that from the sea. Therefore, the light from Dalian is slightly less than that
from places like Yumen, Bayan, Yulin and Beijing, so is the glare in Dalian. Table 2 shows the
meteorological data and topography of these five regions at N39°.
Table 2 Meteorological data and topography of these five regions at N39°
Yumen

Bayan

topographic features high terrain high terrain

Yulin Beijing Dalian
flat

flat

coastal

sunshine (%)
precipitation (mm)

80

80

70

60

60

<300

<300

300

300

300

cloud cover (%)

40

30

40

40

40

Therefore, it is concluded that the effect of the longitude of the cities with the same latitude on
daylight glare has no specific linear relationship by the analysis of Yumen, Bayan, Yulin, Beijing and
Dalian. For the accuracy of the study, we chose latitude at N30° for our further study. Five regions
including Lasa (E91°), Chengdu (E104°), Enshi (E109°), Wuhan (E116°) and Hangzhou (E120°) and
Hangzhou (E120°) were selected. The histogram distribution of annual daylight glare at N30°is
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Histogram distribution of annual daylight glare at N30°
It can also see that the effect of the longitude of the cities with the same latitude on daylight glare
has no specific linear relationship. Lasa is not only sunny all year round, with little rain and long
sunshine time, but also one of the cities with the highest altitude in the world. High altitude leads to less
11
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light distance and less light loss, so more light is received. In Chengdu and Enshi, there are many
clouds, short sunshine time and moist air, which leads to less glare. While in Wuhan and Hangzhou,
there is plenty of sunshine and little cloud cover. Thus, the glare increases compared with that in
Chengdu and Enshi. Table 3 shows the meteorological data and topography of these five regions at
N30°.
Table 3 Meteorological data and topography of these five regions at N30°
Lasa
topographic features high terrain

Chengdu
basin

Enshi

Wuhan

Hangzhou

mountain flat、hill

hill

sunshine (%)
precipitation (mm)

80

20

20

40

50

300

900

1500

1500

1500

cloud cover (%)

40

90

80

60

60

Due to the differences of sea and land distribution, topography and weather conditions, the light
intensity received at different longitudes is different. It is still concluded that the effect of the longitude
of the cities with the same latitude on daylight glare has no specific linear relationship.
DISTRIBUTION OF DAYLIGHT GLARE
We also studied the distribution of daylight glare throughout China to verify the accuracy of the
above experimental conclusion on the influence of latitude and longitude of cities on glare and to get
the glare situation of cities without meteorological files. The meteorological files of these 26 cities were
imported into DIVA for Rhino for annual total daylight glare analysis, and DGP was obtained,
respectively. According to the DGP values of 26 cities, assuming that the ratio of glare (DGP > 0.35) to
the total glare of the city is N, and 26 cities are classified according to the ratio N. The classification is
as follows: the first grade is mild, with the proportion N less than 25%; the second grade is moderate,
with the proportion between 25% and 30%.The third grade is serious, with the proportion between 30%
and 37%. The fourth grade is severe, with the proportion of N between 37% and 50%. The proportion
N of 26 cities is visualized and the glare level of each city is marked on the map. As shown in Figure 8.
By inputting the data of longitude and latitude of all cities into KNN algorithm, the selection parameter
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k is equal to 4 as the number of grades, and the Euclidean distance is used to measure the similarity
between each data point. Then, KNN algorithm can be applied to all data points to obtain the total
daylight glare level of all longitude and latitude data points in China. Finally, all data points are
visualized, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8 Longitude and latitude analysis chart of daylight glare level of 26 cities

Figure 9 The distribution of daylight glare in China
Figure 8 and Figure 9 shows that daylight glare level in southeast China is generally at a low level,
mainly in the first level and the second level, in which south China is basically at the first level. The
middle region is mainly composed of the second and third levels, with Shanghai as the dividing line.
The north of Shanghai is mainly composed of the third level, and the south of Shanghai is mainly
composed of the second level. Northwest and southwest areas are basically based on the third level, and
the fourth level is the place where the northwest and the north are bordered. The northern region is
mainly the fourth, except Beijing and its surrounding areas as the third. In general, the daylight glare
13
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level in inland areas of China is relatively high, while that in southern coastal area of China is relatively
low. This is because the cloud cover in China decreases as latitude increases from south to north, and
the cloud is low in the south, and in the north is the middle and high clouds, causing the sun to scatter
light in the south and direct light in the north. In addition, it is rainy in the south and sunny in the north,
resulting the sunshine time in the north is longer than that in the south. Therefore, with the increase of
latitude, glare gradually increases. Due to the differences of sea and land distribution, topography and
weather conditions, the glare at different longitudes is different. Therefore, it is concluded that with the
increase of latitude of the cities at the same longitude, the glare becomes more and more serious, the
effect of the longitude of the cities with the same latitude on daylight glare has no specific linear
relationship. The distribution of daylight glare in China is that the glare is less in the south of China and
serious in the north of China.
CONCLUSION
This paper firstly studied the orientation of the window in room on daylight glare. The results
show that daylight glare is the most serious in the west and south, then in the east and the least in the
north by studying the window in different orientations in Beijing. When the window faces west, the
light is strong in the afternoon; when the window faces south, the sunshine time is long; when the
window faces east, the light is strong in the morning, but weaker than when the window faces west;
when the window faces north, there is no direct sunlight. Therefore, if the windows facing east and
west, we can use venetian blind system in the morning and afternoon to prevent excessive sunlight from
entering the room. The window in the south can take shading measures according to the situation. If the
people live in high-rise apartments, they can choose the windows of the room facing south or west.
People who hate severe glare can live in rooms with windows facing north. For those who want plenty
of sunlight and less glare, it's a wise idea to consider the room's windows facing east.
Then we studied the effects of the latitude and longitude of the cities on daylight glare and the
distribution of daylight glare in China. The results show that the latitude of the cities with the same
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longitude has a positive correlation with the daylight glare by analyzing Shantou, Wuhan, Jinan, Beijing
and Hailar at E116°. With the increase of the latitude of the cities at the same longitude, the glare
gradually increases. The effect of latitude on glare is mainly affected by cloud cover. Due to the
characteristics of phosgene in China, the cloud cover gradually decreases from south to north, which
leads to the diffusion of natural light in the south and the direct sunlight in the north. The effect of the
longitude of the cities at the same latitude on daylight glare has no specific linear relationship by
investigating Yumen, Bayan, Yulin, Beijing, Dalian at N39°, and Lasa, Chengdu, Enshi, Wuhan,
Hangzhou at N30°, respectively. The effect of longitude on glare is affected by sunshine time, sea and
land distribution, topography and weather conditions and so on. From the distribution of daylight glare
in China, we can also see that glare increases gradually with the increase of latitude, longitude has no
linear relationship to glare and get the glare situation of a cities without meteorological files. Therefore,
some shading measures should be taken in high latitude areas to reduce the impact of daylight glare.
These will play a guiding role in natural lighting design and be also useful for our choice of residential
space by evaluating the impact of location on daylight glare.
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